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Overview:
The Shell Collection Management Program is a museum style database
program which enables the collector to keep, organize, and maintain the
individual records and data from their shell collection in a readily accessible
form. The program is easy to use, and is menu driven by self-explanatory
pull tabs.
The collector can add digital macro photos of their shells to individual
records which enhances the utility and enjoyment of the program.
The collector can also print labels for use in their collection, a limited search
report by one or more criteria (i.e., Locality, Genus, or a range of Lot
Numbers), or a detailed report of the entire collection.
The Shell Collection Management program is versatile and allows the
collector using the more detailed features of the program to edit the "look up
lists" to make global corrections to their database affecting the fields for
Author, Collector, Family, Genus, Locality, Species, and Subspecies.
This program is versatile enough that it can also be used by Entomologists
and other collectors by simply editing the "look up lists" and adding in other
Family names and "family numbers" to maintain their data in systematic
order.
This program is the culmination of many years of work to make a stream
lined easy to use collection database management system, and makes the job
of curating a collection easy and fun.
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Details on Use:
The main tabs on the bottom left of the window are "Shells" and "Reports".
Additional tabs for more complex functions are located on the toolbar across
the top for "File", "Update", "Reports" and "Help".

"Shells" Tab
The main tab for using the program is the "Shells" tab on the bottom right.
Under the "Shells" tab the collector can pull up a "Shell Collection List"
which shows all of the collector's shells in systematic order (i.e. scientific
order by family). Data is displayed in rows and columns. The rows
represent individual data entries. The columns are for "family number"
Family, Genus, Species, Subspecies, Locality, Lot Number, Author, and
Collector.
At the top of each column are arrows pointing up and down. Clicking the
cursor over these arrows at the top of a column resorts the visual display of
the collection data in ascending or descending order. The default setting is
to maintain the shells in systematic order and within each family shell
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records are automatically listed alphabetically by genus, then species and
subspecies. Individual shell records are maintained in systematic order by
use of a "family number" since computers are only able to sort either
alphabetically or numerically.

The collector can navigate through their collection data on the main screen
through the use of easy search options (shown by a magnifying glass) with a
pull down window that begins by typing the first letters of a Family, Genus,
Species, Locality, Lot Number, or Collector's name.
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Close out of the "Shells" tab using either the "door" icon at the bottom right
corner, or the "X" at the top right corner.
Toolbar: Adding, Editing or Deleting Records
Records can be added, edited, or deleted by using the tool bar on the bottom
of the screen. The tool bar contains arrows for full reverse, reverse, forward,
full forward, a blank page, a written page, scissors, and a printer. The
forwards and reverse tools are self explanatory and are used to navigate
through the records. The "blank page" tool is used to add a record to the
database. The "written page" tool is used to edit an individual record in the
database; CAVEAT: before editing be sure that the record selected is
actually pointed to by the cursor, use the top tab that reads "SHELL" to
check that the record you want to edit is in fact selected before beginning.
You can click on the top tab for "SEARCH SHELL COLLECTION" to
return to the full database listing. Be especially careful with the "scissors"
tool as this is used to permanently delete a record from your database; the
program will prompt you to be sure that you really want to delete a record.

When adding a record you will get a blank page like an index card with
fields to be filled in. Start with the field for Family by positioning the cursor
over the field and left clicking, then type in the first letter or letters of the
family name, a drop down window should appear with family names already
in the database system, select the appropriate one by clicking it. Move to the
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next field and follow the same steps to add Genus, Species, Subspecies (if
any), Author, Locality, and Collector. If you are adding new names or
information to these fields they will be added to the relational database field
lists. You can place additional information such as details about habitat in
the Notes section; anything in this section will appear on labels you print
out. Photographs of specimens can be added to each record by positioning
the cursor over the tab on the right side that reads "Select a Photo" and
following the prompts. Macro photos that are reduced in size to 360 by 240
will appear fairly clear on the display, much larger sized photos may appear
blotchy and smaller photos may lack clarity. Positioning the cursor over a
photo and left clicking the mouse will open a window with a larger version
of the picture. Individual data records are given an automatically assigned
lot number.
Navigating the Database
The program is versatile enough to be searched in various ways. You can
search or navigate through your database by either using the search options
on top with the magnifying glass (position the cursor, left click and begin
typing to open a pull down window), by scrolling down through the data
with the up and down arrows on the right, by resorting one of the fields
using the up and down arrows at the top of each column, or by using the
"limit selection" feature on the right side.
"Report" Tab
Opening the "Report" tab opens the "Report Control" screen which allows
the collector to perform a limited search report by one or more criteria (i.e.,
Locality, Genus, or a range of Lot Numbers), a detailed report of the entire
collection, or print labels for their specimens.
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First, select a report or label form from the pull down list under "Report"
next to the top blue diamond symbol on the lower left of the window. There
are two label formats, the first format (identified as form 5164) merely
places 6 labels per page without a report header, whereas the second format
contains a report header.

Second, select an optional filter under "Limit Shell Selection" by positioning
the cursor over the gray box and clicking it. Self selection limits can be
chosen for one or more of the following fields: Family, Genus, Species,
Locality (a specific location - spelling is essential), General (a partial
character search of the "Locality" field), Collector, and/or Lot Number (with
starting and ending numbers to list or print out a range of specimens as
identified by their specific Lot Numbers. Each selected field can be chosen
by selecting the box on the left side (position the cursor and click, a check
will appear in the box) then selecting a choice under "Set Criteria Value"
(pick from the list in the drop down window, or type the first letter to move
ahead faster), and finally click "Select".

Finally, chose to either "Print", "Preview" or "Export" the report data to a
digital output format. Printing can also be done from the "Preview" screen,
and the report can be further refined by modifying the report type or
changing the default "Sort Order".
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To preview or print a range of Lot Numbers, check the box "Lot" and insert
the starting and ending Lot Numbers, then press "Select".

Press "Preview" to see the selected Lot Numbers. The data tags can be
printed from the "Preview" screen.
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Close out of the "Report" tab using the "door" icon at the bottom right
corner.
Upper Toolbar Functions:
The upper tool bar across the top of the program window has tabs for "File",
"Update", "Reports", "Help" and "Exit".
"File" Tab
A drop down window appears with the following mostly self explanatory
options: Set Printer, Log on, Security, Collector Information, Utilities, and
Exit. The "Collector Information" tab is to personalize the software for your
use; this affects the way the program opens up and using the "Collector's
Name" field identifies itself as your collection on the main window when the
program opens. The "Utilities" tab is used to backup or restore the database,
and can also be used to clean up the data fields in the drop down windows
by performing an "Auto Update Compete" function. This is used to remove
"dead" items from lists in case of typos or input errors that leave "junk"
items on a drop down list.
Another (more dangerous) function is the "Reindex" function which sorts
and reorganizes all database indexes; do not use this function unless all
windows are closed and no other users are then currently accessing the
database. Be sure to back up your data and all related photo files that are
referred to be individual data records.
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"Update" Tab
A drop down window appears which allows you to begin work on the "Shell
Collection" (the same as using the "Shells" tab), edit the "Company" (the
same as updating the collector information), or to edit the "Look Up Lists".
The primary reason to use the "Update" tab is to use the "Look Up Lists"
function, which allows you to make global changes or corrections to the
database affecting the fields for Author, Collector, Family, Genus, Locality,
Species, and Subspecies.
Using "Update" tab and "Look Up Lists" under "Family" is the only place
where you can add a new Family and Family Number to the database so it
appears in the drop down window when you add a new record to the
database. If/when higher systematics change (this does happen ever couple
of years) and Family data needs to be rearranged to maintain the collection
in systematic order you simply change the Family Number on the record for
a given Family using the "Update" and "Look Up Lists" under "Family".

Similarly, if there are global corrections needed to the "Author" field those
can be made under the "Update" tab "Look Up Lists" and "Author", as
follows:
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"Reports" Tab
This drop down window allows you to open a "Reports" window by
selecting "Shells" to the same as using the "Reports" tab.
"Help" Tab
This drop down window is fairly self-explanatory, however little
information is available other than a general description of the program and
directions to the System Administrator (Myrick Consulting Services) which
assisted in writing the source code for the copyright owner.
"Exit" Tab
Close out of the Shell Collection Management program using either the
"Exit" tab, or the "X" at the top right corner. When exiting the program a
window will appear with a beach scene, the word "Aloha" and the soothing
sound of waves crashing on the beach.

Happy shelling!
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